NOVEMBER 27, 2017
#WEARESTILLINCIVICCONVERSATION

Learn about the Paris Agreement, and what Hawai‘i is doing to address local climate change impacts.

AGENDA OF EVENTS (subject to change):
12pm Film | There Once Was an Island: Te Henua E Nnoho
2pm Panel | Sustainable Development in Oceania
3pm Workshop | SDGs and the Pathway to Poland (COP 24)
4pm Short Film | Marshall Island Fresh Water Crisis
4pm Film | Time & Tide
5pm Panel | Climate Change: Worry and Hope
6pm Panel | The Paris Agreement: What Happens Next?
7pm Workshop | Model UN (students welcome)

MORE DETAILS AT:
HAWAII.EDU/SUSTAINABILITY/GET-INVOLVED

About this artwork: Artist Allsa Singer creates artwork out of data to encourage widespread understanding of the compelling science of climate change. This work is called “Emission Levels Determine Temperature Rises” and depicts temperature change from 1900-2100.

RSVP: wearestillin-conversation.eventbrite.com